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USSR‘s low bid on crude oil likely to 0 

be accepted by Argentina. Uruguay 
has recently concluded deal for So- 5; 
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viet crude, and Brazil is considering 
abarter offer. Q) ~F/ /' 

~' ~‘>
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II. ASIA-AFRICA 

Indonesia - President Sukarno an- 
nounces cabinet will not be reshuffled. 

Britain apparently plans to go ahead 
with 1'7 June announcement on Cyprus 
despite rejection by Athens and An- 
kara. Relations between Greece and 
Turkey under increasingly severe 
strain. 

Lebanon - Fighting continuing in 
Beirut. Chamoun and Prime Min- 
ister Sulh considering removal of 

r l hihab.
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN 
3 16 June 1958 

DAILY BRIEF 
~::;;§ 

I. THE COMMUNIST BLOC 
USSR - "Lati_nAmerica: The Soviet Union has submit- 

ted the low bid to furnish Argentina with some 7,266,000 
barrels of crude oil for about $13,000,000. In view of the W Soviet price and Argentina's bleak financial situation, the 

_ 

Frondizi government is likely to accept; Uruguay, which, 
like" Argentina, has a dollar shortage and marketing prob- 
lems, has recently made a substantial purchase of Soviet 
petroleum, and Brazil is considering a Soviet offer to bar- 
ter oil for coffee. 

I 

‘(Page 1)
\ 

II. ASIA-AFRICA 

Indonesia: President Sukarno stated publicly on 14 
June that the present cabinet would neither be dissolved 

71,0 "nor reshuffled. There has been a widespread feeling in 
Djakarta political circles that press charges of a cabinet 

‘ 

change resulting from Western pressure must be refuted. 

» Cyprus: Britain apparently intends to push ahead with 

)‘/O 
its plan to announce new proposals for Cyprus on 17 June 

we 'T¢1§ despite expected re‘j"ec.tio_'n_ by Greece.-and.Tur.key. ._ Greece's . 

It withdrawal of its personnel from the NATO base at Izmir 
is intended both as a precautionary measure and as a demon- 
stration of Greek bitterness over the Cyprus issue. Greek 
officials state Athens will sever relations with Ankara if 
Greeks in Turkey are molested, and they are hinting at a 

- i . 
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possible withdrawal from NATO. On Cyprus, a tight cur- 
few is in force. Demonstrations continue in Greece and 

_ Turkey. 
\ \ 

(Page 2) 
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I Special Watch Committee conclusion--Lebanon (as of 
~%,0 14 June f9'5§):l Kfihoughthe sporadic fighting on flflune in 

5 Beirut may be the start of the reported attempt to take over 
the city, evidence indicates that the opposition does not have 
the capability to do so provided the army remains loyal. 

The loyalty of the army remains uncertain and an at- 
tempted coup d'etat to replace Chamoun. by Si-..i.hab is a dis- 
tinct ossibili , P W 

i A request by Chamoun for intervention in Lebanon in 
the near future is possible. The call for intervention might 
take the form of a request for Western intervention or for \ 
a greatly expanded UN observer corps, possibly a UNEF.

§ 
\~. 

to 
\ \ \ 

\: ‘kg §§ 
*Lebanon: Sporadic fighting continued in Beirut on 15 

37/0 June, although. the rebel effort was not as intense as on the 
\. previous day. Action in Tripoli and elsewhere was light. \ 

\\\ Despite the opportunity afforded by the recall of a company 
of troops to Beirut, Kamal I.]'umblatt's force southeast of 
Beirut apparently has been inactive. President Chamoun 
and Prime Minister Sulh are reportedly considering the re- 
moval of General Shihab» within a matter of days. A request 
for Western intervention continues to be under urgent con-_ 
sideration. The prospect of the removal of Shihab may pre- 
cipitate disaffection within the army or rk u eff r 
to -rifqove Chamoun and install Shihalo.

“ 
Egyp continue ' ' ' ' 

1 d ‘ e 
to th bel e re s. 

Lebanon is interested in concluding a military 
pact with the Arab Union. 
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I. THE COMMUNIST BLOC 

Soviet Offer of Crude Oil May Be Accepted by Argentina 
Ar_gentina's consideration of a Soviet bid to supply ap- 

proximately 7,266,000 barrels of crude oil during the next 
year, possibly under the 1953 trade agreement, is consis- 
tent with its bleak financial situation and stated policy of 
trying to obtain essential import requirements through in- 
creased trade. The Soviet offer to supply crude at $1. 78 
a barrel FOB a Black Sea port was the lowest of eight in response to a recent Argentine Government call for bids}

, and the government may accept it, according to a credible 
report reaching the American Embassy in Buenos Aires. 

The amount offered equals about 17 percent of Argen- 
tina's total imports of crude during 1957. Argentina im- 
ported a total of 1,244,000 barrels of Soviet crude during 1954 and 1955, when it had a large credit balance with the USSR resulting from sales of agricultural products. No Soviet crude has been imported since then. Venezuela and Kuwait have remained the main suppliers. 

Growing consumption, which has exceeded the rate of increase in oil production, has aggravated Argenti§1a's finan- 
cial difficulties. Argentina's petroleum bill for 1957, some 
$270,000,000, exceeded its total holdings .of gold and foreign exchange, which at the end of April amounted to only $250, - 
000,000. 

Soviet supply of acceptable and reasonably-priced crude would heighten Argentine interest in increased trade with the USSR, which dropped from $56,300,000 in 1955 to $17, - 
200,000 in 1957. The twin factors of dollar shortages and 
difficulties in marketing exports are also leading Brazil and Uruguay to consider Soviet crude. The USSR recently of- fered to barter 1,450,000 barrels of crude for Brazilian cof- 
fee, cocoa, and cotton, and a trial shipment of Soviet oil

‘ 

arrived in Montevideo on 2 June.
I 
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I I. ASIA —A FRICA 

Cyprus 

Demonstrations over Cyprus continue in both Turkey 
and Greece, although the island itself remains relatively 
quiet under strict curfew. An attempt by students in Ath- 
ens to hold a meeting on 14 June, in defiance of a govern- 
ment ban, resulted in clashes with the police and several 
casualties. Greek. security officials warn that demonstra- 
tions could develop into expressions of anti-Americanism. 
Mass meetings continue throughout Turkey. A demonstra- 
tion near Izmir announced for 15 June was probably pri- 
marily responsible for Greece's withdrawal of its person- 
nel from the NATO base in that city on 14 June. Athens 
may have hoped to demonstrate its bitterness at alleged 
Turkish initiation of recent clashes in Cyprus. Greek per- 
sonnel were previously withdrawn from Izmir following the 
anti-Greek riots of September 1955 and did not return until 
Turkey made efforts to compensate Greece for damages. 

As usual in times of Greek-Turkish crisis, the Greek 
minority in Turkey is of special concern to Athens. Greek 
Foreign Minister Averoff has stated that Turkish violence 
.against this minority would result in Athens‘ (1) severing 
diplomatic relations with Ankara, (2) taking retaliatory ac- 
tion against the Turkish minority in Greece, (3) possibly 
withdrawing from NATO, and (4) taking such other action 
as seems necessary. 

Turkish and Greek rejection of the new British plan 
for Cyprus would make Britain's promised publication of 
the plan on 1'7 June anticlimactic. London, nevertheless, 
apparently intends to seek international support for the plan. 
It may hope, by emp'hasizing that the proposals are merely‘-. 
abasis for. further negotiation, to obtain reconsideration

_ 

by the'.p'arties directly concerned. Failing this, it may make 
a last-minute attempt to partition the island. 

-SEGREF 
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Rejection of Britain's new plan, combined with the con- 
tinued crisis on; Cyprus and probably casualties among Brit- 
ish security forces, will increase British public pressure on 
London to withdraw its forces to base enclaves. This public 
attitude, combined with Governor Foot's personal connections 
with Labor party leaders, makes it improbable that Labor will 
make Cyprus a partisan issue in the parliamentary debate fol- 
lowing the 17 June announcement. 

\ \ 
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Lebanese Situation (as of 2400 hours)
2 

Fighting broke out again in Beirut on 15 June and con- 
tinued until mid-afternoon. Rebel forces sacked and burned 
Prime Minister Sulh's home, while security forces shelled 
the residence of rebel leader Saib_Salam in the heart of the 
Moslem quarter. Firing on the Presidential Palace continued 
and President Chamoun is said to have participated in re- 
pelling the attack. In the mountains behind Beirut, Kamal 
Jumb1att's Druze forces have remained inactive, despite the 
army's withdrawal of a company for action in Beirut. 

Prime Minister Sulh stated on 15 June that he intended 
to force army commander General Shihab's resignation "with- 
in the next 48 hours" unless the general took forceful action 
against rebel forces in the Moslem quarter of Beirut. . Sulh 
said that the cabinet fully backs him in this move and he will 
carry it out with or without President Chamoun's assent. He 
expects trouble in the army if the general is discharged, but 
believes that substantial elements will remain loyal. Should 
the situation get out of hand, Sulh advocates a request for 
foreign intervention to restore order. President Chamoun, 
while agreeing with Sulh that Shihab must be removed, feels 
that an appeal for intervention must precede the discharge 
of General Shihab. In order to strengthen his hold over the 
security forces, Chamoun is now issuing orders directly to 
the gendarmerie. The rebels‘ political position apparently 
has hardened to the point where they will not accept any new 
president unless he is absolutely neutral, since they fear 
criminal prosecution for their anti-government activities.

\ 

\ 

\Jumblatt's forces be split 
into two groups in order to cut the Beirut-Damascus road. 

lformer Syrian 
chief of staff Shawqat Shuqayr is "masterminding" the opera- 
tions of .Tumb1att's Druze forces and Shuqayr has been warned 
of an attem t on his life by Mughabghab's pro-Chamoun parti- 
sans. 
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\ U \there have been heavy movements 
of arms and personnel in civilian clothes toward Lebanon 
from Homs. \ _ \preparations we-re 
being made for large scale assistance to the rebels in.n0rth- 
ern Lebanon, and possibly by army elements in mufti. 

Nasir's "mouthpiece", Hassanayn Haykal, has declared 
that the Lebanese crisis proves that the US has always aimed 
to deal "devastating blows against Arab nationalism," andhe 
-accused the US of following a "two-faced policy" toward the 
UAR. Nasir, according to an interview published in the 
Czech Communist party newspaper Rude Pravo, has declared 
that the "catastrophic" events in Lebanon are Hue to its gov- 
ernment's support of the Eisenhower Doctrine "against the 
wishes of its people." 

\ \ 

Several Lebanese officials, including Prime Minister 
Sulh, have approached Iraqi representatives in Beirut re- 
questing the conclusion of a military pact with the Arab Union 
The Iraqi government have been actively assisting the Leb- 
anese government with shipments of arms, including machine 
guns, rifles, and ammunition. \ \ 
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